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5 open speaker with crossover
B-Series

Design
The B Series 5 Open Speaker highlights a forty-year passion for 
loudspeaker design with Tri-Art Audio’s designer/founder Steve 
Ginsberg. Steve’s vision, a ladder design to add bass and treble support 
to the full range driver culminated in the Open 5 design. The definitive 
shape of the speaker, the solid bamboo 3-ply laminate finish, the full 
range driver with high and low frequency support all reflect Tri-Art’s 
commitment to creating a superb, natural sounding loudspeaker. 
A design that intentionally does not sound like a conventional Hi Fi 
speaker. The 5 Open with its impressive soundstage, depth, spectacular 
imaging and articulate, accurate bass, will most certainly redefine your 
perception of how real music can be presented from an audio speaker.

The Full Range Driver
The appealing sound of the 8” (203.2mm) full range paper cone cloth 
edge driver benefits from the elimination of the midrange crossover. 
The absence of a conventional crossover removes audible phase 
inaccuracies. Phase is an important aspect for a lifelike listening 
experience. The human ear is quite sensitive to phase, which the ear 
uses to locate sound, and is particularly sensitive in the mid-range 
frequency. The single driver eliminates phase anomalies associated 
with crossover designs. The result is a far more detailed, accurate, and 
noticeably clearer presentation free of crossover artifacts. The single 
range driver features lighter cone material for greater efficiency. They 
sound magnificent with most amplifier systems, low voltage SET amps, 
tube amps or high-power amplifiers. They are equally impressive with 
well designed Class D amplification. The 5 Open are voiced with Tri-
Art’s B-series power amplifiers and in our opinion offer the best sound 
and value.

Low Frequency Support
The 5 Open has 18” (457.2 mm) and 15” (381mm) bass drivers. These 
drivers provide bass support to the full range driver. The absence of the 
box enclosure allows the bass to be noticeably articulate and realistic 
with a correct scale of bass for your room. Vocals are clearly articulated. 
Music is presented without the boxy colorations providing startlingly 
real vocals and when properly positioned in the room, a spacious sound 
stage with impressive bass response.
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Soft Dome Tweeter
The tweeter in the 5 Open is a soft dome design. The 
dome tweeter excels at sound radiation offering the 
listener a much wider sound dispersion, contributing to the 
impressive imaging and allowing a more forgiving sweet 
spot for listening. The tweeter adds high frequency support to 
the full range driver gradually at 13khz.

Super Tweeter
The role of the super tweeter in our speaker design is to 
condition the air flow and sound waves emanating from our 
speaker favorably. The result is a sense of openness, clarity, 
realism and cohesion as well as a clearness in bass response. 
The low pass filter for the super tweeter is 40 Khz.

Crossover Controls
Our external crossover controls the bass support to our single full 
range driver. When utilized the high pass filter is 50hz first order 
(6db slope) and the upper bass driver high pass filter is 100hz first 
order (6db slope).
The crossover has an attenuator to blend the upper frequencies with 
the room influenced bass. In this way, the open baffle design can better 
interact with your room acoustics and enhance the natural sound of the 
full range driver. Blending the upper frequencies with the bass drivers, 
allows the listener to match the speakers to any listening environment. 
The crossover can operate in bi-amplified[1] or tri-amplified systems 
or a single stereo amplifier. (note the 5 Open can be sold without 
crossover and can be operated with an external crossover)

Bamboo
Bamboo is used throughout the Tri-Art Audio Line for good 
reason. Steve Ginsberg calls it, “Mother Nature’s Carbon 
Fiber” . Bamboo is inherently and the choice of many 
musical instruments today. Moreover, bamboo grows 
at an exceptional rate replenishing every five years 
compared to traditional hardwoods 25-30 years. We 
selected 3 ply bamboo to construct many of the structural 
elements of our systems rather than the industry 
standard of metal or plastic. In addition to its natural 
aesthetics, 3 ply solid bamboo laminate was chosen for 
its performance properties.

[1]The Tri-Art B-Series Passive Pre-Amplifier has two outputs to 
facilitate bi-amplification. Contact the factory for tri—amp connections
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Technical Features: Soft Dome Tweeter

Full Range Driver

Solid Core 99.97% Oxygenated Copper wiring 
Wiring is recessed into the speaker spine.

Description: Open Baffle Speaker

Crossover/Blend Attenuator #15728 One Pair Crossover with attenuator

#10844 No Crossover Supplied (requires 
external crossover)

Drive Units 1 x 25mm (1") Soft Dome High Frequency

1x Super Tweeter (@ 40000HZ)

1 x 250mm (8") Full Range Driver

1 x 381mm (15") Upper Bass Driver

1 x 457.2 (18") Sub Bass Driver 

Frequency range 35hz-40,000Hz

Sensitivity (on axis at 2.83Vrms) 94db

Nominal impedance 8Ω

Recommended amplifier power 60W-250W into 8Ω (no clipping)

Max. recommended cable impedance 0.1Ω 

Net weight 72 lbs (33kg)

5 open speaker with crossover

Technical Specifications

DepthHeight Width

62.0" (157.4cm) 19.0" (48.2cm) 16.25" (41.2cm)

B-Series

Finishes are special order, contact for details

Natural distressed black grey
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4 open speaker with crossover
B-Series

Design
The B Series 4 Open Speaker is similar to our flagship Five open. It has 
one (1) single 15” (381,mm) bass driver. The solid bamboo 3-ply laminate 
finish, the full range driver reflects Tri-Art’s commitment to creating a 
superb, natural sounding loudspeaker. A design that intentionally does 
not sound like a conventional speaker. The 4 open with its impressive 
soundstage, depth, spectacular imaging and articulate accurate bass, 
will most certainly redefine your perception of how real music can be 
presented from an audio speaker. 

The Full Range Driver
The appealing sound of the 8” (203.2mm) full range paper cone cloth edge 
driver eliminates the midrange crossover and its phase inaccuracies. 
Phase is instrumental in the listening experience. The human ear is 
quite sensitive to phase, which the ear uses to locate sound, and it 
is particularly sensitive in the mid-range frequency. The single driver 
eliminates phase anomalies associated with crossover designs. The 
result is a far more detailed and accurate presentation free of crossover 
artifacts. The full range driver features lighter cone material making them 
quite efficient. They sound magnificent with SET amps, tube amps or 
high-power amplifiers. We voiced the 4 Open with our B-series power 
amplifiers.

Bass Support
The 4 Open has a 15” (381mm) bass driver. The absence of the box 
enclosure allows the bass to be noticeably articulate and real with the 
correct scale of bass for your room. Vocals are clearly articulated. Music 
is presented without the boxy colorations providing startling real vocals 
and when properly positioned in the room, a spacious sound stage with 
impressive bass response.

Soft Dome Tweeter
The tweeter in the 4 Open is a soft dome design. The dome tweeter excels 
at sound radiation offering the listener a much wider sound dispersion, 
contributing to the impressive imaging and allowing a more forgiving 
sweet spot for listening. The tweeter adds high frequency support to the 
full range driver gradually at 13khz.

But you don’t have to spend an outrageous 
amount of money to achieve what we all want: 
the satisfaction of hearing 3 dimensional sound 
come through 2 points of light with a level of clar-
ity, transparency that removes all sound fatigue. 
And if it is true that our brains, in listening to mu-
sic, are constantly trying to match what we hear 
to our own understanding of the world, of human-
ity’s ability to create sound, then we need speak-
ers that translate the source as authentically as 
possible. These speakers do this.   

“

“4 Open Review , Charles Brown,  
Audiophilia (Star Component)
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Super Tweeter
The role of the super tweeter in our speaker design is to condition the 
air flow and sound waves emanating from our speaker favorably. The 
result is a sense of openness, clarity, realism and cohesion as well as  
a clearness in bass response. The low pass filter for the super tweeter 
is 40 Khz

Crossover Controls
Our external crossover controls the bass support to our single full range 
driver. When utilized the lower bass is fixed 50hz using a 6db slope. 
The crossover has an attenuator to blend the upper frequencies with the 
room influenced bass. In this way, the Open speaker design can better 
interact with your room acoustics and enhance the natural sound of the 
full range driver. Blending the upper frequencies with the bass drivers, 
allows the listener to match the speakers to any listening environment. 
The crossover can operate in bi-amplified[1] or a single stereo amplifier. 
(note the 4 open can be sold without crossover controls and can be 
operated with an external crossover which more than likely does not 
have blend controls)

Bamboo
Bamboo is used throughout the Tri-Art Audio Line for good reason. 
Steve Ginsberg calls it, “Mother Nature’s Carbon Fiber” . Bamboo is 
inherently and the choice of many musical instruments today. Moreover, 
bamboo grows at an exceptional rate replenishing every five years 
compared to traditional hardwoods 25-30 years. We selected 3 ply 
bamboo to construct many of the structural elements of our systems 
rather than the industry standard of metal or plastic. In 
addition to its natural aesthetics, 3 ply solid 
bamboo laminate was chosen for its 
performance properties.

[1]The Tri-Art B-Series Passive 
Pre-Amplifier has two outputs to 
facilitate bi-amplification. Contact 
the factory for tri-amp connections.
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Technical Features: Soft Dome Tweeter

Full Range Driver

Solid Core 99.97% Oxygenated Copper wiring 
Wiring is recessed into the speaker spine.

Description: One Pair Crossover with attenuator

Crossover No crossover supplied (requires external 
crossover)

Drive Units 1 x 25mm (1") Soft Dome High Frequency

1x Super Tweeter (@ 40000HZ)

1 x 250mm (8") Full Range Driver

1 x 381mm (15") Upper Bass Driver

Frequency range 45hz-40,000Hz

Sensitivity (on axis at 2.83Vrms) 94db

Nominal impedance 8Ω

Recommended amplifier power 60W-250W into 8Ω (no clipping)

Max. recommended cable impedance 0.1Ω 

Net weight 25.75lbs (12.1kg) each

4 open speaker with crossover

Technical Specifications

DepthHeight Width

41.8" (106.1cm) 15.6" (39.6cm) 19.5" (49.5cm)

B-Series

Finishes are special order, contact for details

natural distressed black grey
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